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Abstract
We introduce bisimulation up to congruence as a technique for proving language equivalence of non-deterministic finite automata. Exploiting this technique, we devise an optimisation of the classical algorithm by Hopcroft and Karp [16]. We compare our approach to the recently introduced antichain algorithms, by analysing and relating the two underlying coinductive proof methods. We give concrete examples where we exponentially improve over antichains; experimental results moreover show non negligible improvements.
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1. Introduction
Checking language equivalence of finite automata is a classical problem in computer science, which finds applications in many fields ranging from compiler construction to model checking.

Equivalence of deterministic finite automata (DFA) can be checked either via minimisation [9, 15] or through Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm [2, 16], which exploits an instance of what is nowadays called a coinduction proof principle [24, 27, 29]: two states recognise the same language if and only if there exists a bisimulation relating them. In order to check the equivalence of two given states, Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm creates a relation containing them and tries to build a bisimulation by adding pairs of states to this relation: if it succeeds then the two states are equivalent, otherwise they are different.

On the one hand, minimisation algorithms have the advantage of checking the equivalence of all the states at once (while Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm only check a given pair of states). On the other hand, they have the disadvantage of needing the whole automata from the beginning\(^1\), while Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm can be executed “on-the-fly”\(^2\) [12], on a lazy DFA whose transitions are computed on demand.

This difference is fundamental for our work and for other recently introduced algorithms based on antichains [1, 33]. Indeed, when starting from non-deterministic finite automata (NFA), the powerset construction used to get deterministic automata induces an exponential factor. In contrast, the algorithm we introduce in this work for checking equivalence of NFA (as well as those in [1, 33]) usually does not build the whole deterministic automaton, but just a small part of it. We write “usually” because in few bad cases, the algorithm still needs exponentially many states of the DFA.

Our algorithm is grounded on a simple observation on determinised NFA: for all sets \(X\) and \(Y\) of states of the original NFA, the union (written \(+\)) of the language recognised by \(X\) (written \([X]\)) and the language recognised by \(Y\) (\([Y]\)) is equal to the language recognised by the union of \(X\) and \(Y\) (\([X + Y]\)). In symbols:

\[
[X + Y] = [X] + [Y]
\]

(1)

This fact leads us to introduce a sound and complete proof technique for language equivalence, namely bisimulation up to context, that exploits both induction (on the operator \(+\)) and coinduction: if a bisimulation \(R\) equates both the (sets of) states \(X_1, Y_1\) and \(X_2, Y_2\), then \([X_1] = [Y_1]\) and \([X_2] = [Y_2]\) and, by (1), we can immediately conclude that also \(X_1 + X_2\) and \(Y_1 + Y_2\) are language equivalent. Intuitively, bisimulations up to context are bisimulations which do not need to relate \(X_1 + X_2\) and \(Y_1 + Y_2\) when \(X_1\) (resp. \(X_2\)) and \(Y_1\) (resp. \(Y_2\)) are already related.

To illustrate this idea, let us check the equivalence of states \(x\) and \(u\) in the following NFA. (Final states are overlined, labelled edges represent transitions.)

The determined automaton is depicted below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{x\} & \xrightarrow{a} \{y\} & \{y\} & \xrightarrow{a} \{z\} & \{x, y\} & \xrightarrow{a} \{y, z\} & \{x, y, z\} \\
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{u\} & \xrightarrow{a} \{v, w\} & \{u, w\} & \xrightarrow{a} \{u, v, w\} & \{u, v, w\} & \xrightarrow{a}
\end{align*}
\]

Each state is a set of states of the NFA, final states are overlined: they contain at least one final state of the NFA. The numbered lines show a relation which is a bisimulation containing \(x\) and \(u\). Actually, this is the relation that is built by Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm (the numbers express the order in which pairs are added).

The dashed lines (numbered by 1, 2, 3) form a smaller relation which is not a bisimulation, but a bisimulation up to context: the equivalence of states \(\{x, y\}\) and \(\{u, v, w\}\) could be immediately deduced from the fact that \(\{x\}\) is related to \(\{u\}\) and \(\{y\}\) to \(\{v, w\}\), without the need of further exploring the determinised automaton.

Bisimulations up-to, and in particular bisimulations up to context, have been introduced in the setting of concurrency theory [24, 27, 29].

\(^1\)There are few exceptions, like [19] which minimises labelled transition systems w.r.t. bisimilarity rather than trace equivalence.

\(^2\)This is mentioned in [12] as a technique for bisimulation up to congruence.
25, 28] as a proof technique for bisimilarity of CCS or π-calculus processes. As far as we know, they have never been used for proving language equivalence of NFA.

Among these techniques one should also mention bisimulation up to equivalence, which, as we show in this paper, is implicitly used in the original Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm. This technique can be briefly explained by noting that not all bisimulations are equivalence relations: it might be the case that a bisimulation relates (for instance) X and Y, Y and Z but not X and Z. However, since \([X] = [Y] \triangleq [Y] \triangleq [Z]\), we can immediately conclude that X and Z recognise the same language. Analogously to bisimulations up to context, a bisimulation up to equivalence does not need to relate X and Z when they are both related to some Y.

The techniques of up-to equivalence and up-to context can be combined resulting in a powerful proof technique which we call bisimulation up to congruence. Our algorithm is in fact just an extension of Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm that attempts to build a bisimulation up to congruence instead of a bisimulation up to equivalence. An important consequence, when using up to congruence, is that we do not need to build the whole deterministic automata, but just those states that are needed for the bisimulation up-to. For instance, in the above NFA, the algorithm stops after equating \(z\) and \(u \uplus v\) and does not build the remaining four states. Despite their use of the up to equivalence technique, this is not the case with Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm, where all accessible subsets of the deterministic automata have to be visited at least once.

The ability of visiting only a small portion of the deterministic automaton is also the key feature of the antichain algorithm [33] and its optimisation exploiting similarity [1]. The two algorithms are designed to check language inclusion rather than equivalence, but we can relate these approaches by observing that the two problems are equivalent \([X] = [Y] \iff [X] \subseteq [Y] \triangleq [Y] \subseteq [X]\); and \([X] \subseteq [Y] \iff [X + Y] = [Y]\).

In order to compare with these algorithms, we make explicit the coinductive up-to technique underlying the antichain algorithm [33]. We prove that this technique can be seen as a restriction of up to congruence, for which symmetry and transitivity are not allowed. As a consequence, the antichain algorithm usually needs to explore more states than our algorithm. Moreover, we show how to integrate the optimisation proposed in [1] in our setting, resulting in an even more efficient algorithm.

Summarising, the contributions of this work are

1. the observation that Hopcroft and Karp implicitly use bisimulations up to equivalence (Section 2),
2. an efficient algorithm for checking language equivalence (and inclusion), based on a powerful up to technique (Section 3),
3. a comparison with antichain algorithms, by recasting them into our coinductive framework (Sections 4 and 5).

Outline

Section 2 recalls Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm for DFA, showing that it implicitly exploits bisimulation up to equivalence. Section 3 describes the novel algorithm, based on bisimulations up to congruence. We compare this algorithm with the antichain one in Section 4, and we show how to exploit similarity in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to benchmarks. Sections 7 and 8 discuss related and future works. Omitted proofs can be found in the Appendix.

Notation

We denote sets by capital letters \(X, Y, S, T\), and functions by lower case letters \(f, g, \ldots\). Given sets \(X\) and \(Y\), \(X \times Y\) is their Cartesian product, \(X \uplus Y\) is the disjoint union and \(X^\triangledown\) is the set of functions \(f: Y \to X\). Finite iterations of a function \(f: X \to X\) are denoted by \(f^n\) (formally, \(f^0(x) = x, f^{n+1}(x) = f(f^n(x))\)). The collection of subsets of \(X\) is denoted by \(2^X\). The (omega) iteration of a function \(f: \mathcal{P}(X) \to \mathcal{P}(X)\) is denoted by \(f^\omega\) (formally, \(f^\omega(Y) = \bigcup_{n \geq 0} f^n(Y)\)). For a set of letters \(A\), \(A^*\) denotes the set of all finite words over \(A\); \(\epsilon\) the empty word; and \(w_1w_2\) the concatenation of words \(w_1, w_2 \in A^*\). We use \(2\) for the set \([0, 1]\) and \(2^\mathbb{N}\) for the set of all languages over \(A\).

2. Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm for DFA

A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) over the alphabet \(A\) is a triple \((S, o, t)\), where \(S\) is a finite set of states, \(o: S \to 2\) is the output function, which determines if a state \(x \in S\) is final \((o(x) = 1)\) or not \((o(x) = 0)\), and \(t: S \to S^2\) is the transition function which returns, for each state \(x\) and for each letter \(a \in A\), the next state \(t_a(x)\). For \(a \in A\), we write \(x \xrightarrow{o} x'\) to mean that \(t_a(x) = x'\). For \(w \in A^*\), we write \(x \xrightarrow{w} x'\) for the least relation such that (1) \(x \xrightarrow{o} x\) and (2) \(x \xrightarrow{aw} x'\) if \(x \xrightarrow{a} x''\) and \(x'' \xrightarrow{o} x'\).

For any DFA, there exists a function \([\cdot]: S \to 2^A^*\) mapping states to languages, defined for all \(x \in S\) as follows:
\[
[x](o) = o(x), \quad [x](aw) = [t_o(x)](w).
\]

The language \([x]\) is called the language accepted by \(x\). Given two automata \((S_1, o_1, t_1)\) and \((S_2, o_2, t_2)\), the states \(x_1, x_2 \in S_1\) and \(x_2, x_2 \in S_2\) are said to be language equivalent (written \(x_1 \sim x_2\)) iff they accept the same language.

Remark 1. In the following, we will always consider the problem of checking the equivalence of states of one single and fixed automaton \((S, o, t)\). We do not loose generality since for any two automata \((S_1, o_1, t_1)\) and \((S_2, o_2, t_2)\) it is always possible to build an automaton \((S_1 \cup S_2, o_1 \cup o_2, t_1 \cup t_2)\) such that the language accepted by every state \(x \in S_1 \cup S_2\) is the same as the language accepted by \(x\) in the original automaton \((S_1, o_1, t_1)\). For this reason, we also work with automata without explicit initial states: we focus on the equivalence of two arbitrary states of a fixed DFA.

2.1 Proving language equivalence via coinduction

We first define bisimulation. We make explicit the underlying notion of progression which we need in the sequel.

Definition 1 (Progression, Bisimulation). Given two relations \(R, R' \subseteq S \times S\) on states, \(R\) progresses to \(R'\), denoted \(R \Rightarrow R'\), if whenever \(x R y\) then

1. \(o(x) = o(y)\) and
2. for all \(a \in A\), \(t_a(x) R' t_a(y)\).

A bisimulation is a relation \(R\) such that \(R \Rightarrow R\).

As expected, bisimulation is a sound and complete proof technique for checking language equivalence of DFA:

Proposition 1 (Coinduction). Two states are language equivalent iff there exists a bisimulation that relates them.

2.2 Naïve algorithm

Figure 1 shows a naïve version of Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm for checking language equivalence of the states \(x, y\) of a deterministic finite automaton \((S, o, t)\). Starting from \(x\) and \(y\), the algorithm builds a relation \(R\) that, in case of success, is a bisimulation. In order to do that, it employs the set (of pairs of states) \(todo\) which, intuitively, at any step of the execution, contains the pairs \((x', y')\) that must be checked: if \((x', y')\) already belongs to \(R\), then it has already been checked and nothing else should be done. Otherwise, the algorithm checks if \(x' \neq y'\) have the same outputs (i.e., if both are final or not). If \(o(x') \neq o(y')\), then \(x\) and \(y\) are different.
and suppose we want to check that $DFA$ with input alphabet $\{o\}$

**Proposition 2.**

We first observe that if $(x', y') \in R$ then skip;

**Proposition 3.**

Let $R, R'$ be two $DFA$ with input alphabet $\{a\}$.

We now prove that if $R \to f(R)$, i.e., whenever $x \in R$ then

1. $o(x) = o(y)$ and
2. for all $a \in A$, $t_a(x) f(R) t_a(y)$.

With this definition, Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm just consists in trying to build a bisimulation up to $e$. To prove the correctness of the algorithm it suffices to show that any bisimulation up to $e$ is contained in a bisimulation. We use for that the notion of complete function $[26, 28]$:}

**Definition 3 (Compatible function).** A function $f : \mathcal{P}(S \times S) \to \mathcal{P}(S \times S)$ is compatible if it is monotone and it preserves progressions: for all $R, R' \subseteq S \times S$.

$$R \to R' \text{ entails } f(R) \to f(R').$$

**Proposition 3.** Let $f$ be a compatible function. Any bisimulation up to $f$ is contained in a bisimulation.

*Proof.* Suppose that $R$ is a bisimulation up to $f$, i.e., that $R \to f(R)$. Using compatibility of $f$ and a simple induction on $n$, we get $\forall n, f^n(R) \to f^{n+1}(R)$. Therefore, we have

$$\bigcup_n f^n(R) \to f(R).$$

These iterations are concisely described by the numbered dashed lines in Figure 2. The line $i$ means that the connected pair is inserted in $R$ at iteration $i$. (In the sequel, when enumerating iterations, we ignore those where a pair from $todo$ is already in $R$ so that there is nothing to do.)

**Remark 2.** Unless it finds a counter-example, Naive constructs the smallest bisimulation that relates the two starting states (see Proposition 8 in Appendix A). On the contrary, minimisation algorithms $[9, 15]$ are designed to compute the largest bisimulation relation for a given automaton. For instance, taking automaton on the left of Figure 2, they would equate the states $x$ and $w$ which are language equivalent, while Naive$(x, u)$ does not relate them.
in other words, \( f^\omega(R) = \bigwedge_n f^n(R) \) is a bisimulation. This latter relation trivially contains \( R \), by taking \( n = 0 \).

We could prove directly that \( e \) is a compatible function; we however take a detour to ease our correctness proof for the algorithm we propose in Section 3.

**Lemma 1.** The following functions are compatible:

- \( id: \) the identity function;
- \( f \circ g: \) the composition of compatible functions \( f \) and \( g \);
- \( \bigcup F: \) the pointwise union of an arbitrary family \( F \) of compatible functions: \( \bigcup f(R) = \bigcup_{f \in F} f(R) \);
- \( f^\omega: \) the (omega) iteration of a compatible function \( f \).

**Lemma 2.** The following functions are compatible:

- the constant reflexive function: \( r(R) = \{(x, x) \mid \forall x \in S\} \);
- the converse function: \( s(R) = \{(y, x) \mid x R y\} \);
- the squaring function: \( t(R) = \{(x, z) \mid \exists y, x R y R z\} \).

Intuitively, given a relation \( R \), \( (s \cup id)(R) \) is the symmetric closure of \( R \), \( (r \cup s \cup id)(R) \) is its reflexive and symmetric closure, and \( (r \cup s \cup t \cup id)^\omega(R) \) is its symmetric, reflexive and transitive closure: \( e = (r \cup s \cup t \cup id)^\omega \). Another way to understand this decomposition of \( e \) is to recall that for a given \( R \), \( e(R) \) can be defined inductively by the following rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } x R y \Rightarrow x e(R) y & \quad x e(R) y \quad x e(R) y \quad x e(R) y \quad t \quad x e(R) y \quad id
\end{align*}
\]

**Theorem 1.** Any bisimulation up to \( e \) is contained in a bisimulation.

**Proof.** By Proposition 3, it suffices to show that \( e \) is compatible, which follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.

**Corollary 1.** For all \( x, y \in S \), \( x \sim y \iff HK(x, y) \).

**Proof.** Same proof as for Proposition 2, by using the invariant \( R \to e(R) \cup \top \). We deduce that \( R \) is a bisimulation up to \( e \) after the loop. We conclude with Theorem 1 and Proposition 1.

Returning to the right-hand side example from Figure 2, Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm constructs the relation

\[
R_{HK} = \{(x, u), (y, v), (z, w), (z, v)\}
\]

which is not a bisimulation, but a bisimulation up to \( e \); it contains the pair \((x, u), \) whose \( b\)-transitions lead to \((y, v)\), which is not in \( R_{HK} \) but in its equivalence closure, \( e(R_{HK}) \).

### 3. Optimised algorithm for NFA

We now move from DFA to non-deterministic automata (NFA). We start with standard definitions about semi-lattices, decomposition, and language equivalence for NFA.

A **semi-lattice** \((X, +, 0)\) consists of a set \( X \) and a binary operation \(+: X \times X \to X\) which is associative, commutative, idempotent (ACI), and has \( 0 \) as identity. Given two semi-lattices \((X_1, +_1, 0_1)\) and \((X_2, +_2, 0_2)\), an **homomorphism** of semi-lattices is a function \( f: X_1 \to X_2\) such that for all \( x, y \in X_1 \), \( f(x +_1 y) = f(x) +_2 f(y)\) and \( f(0_1) = 0_2\). The set \( 2^A \) is a semi-lattice when taking \(+\) to be the ordinary Boolean or. Also, the set of all languages \(2^A\) carries a semi-lattice where \(+\) is the union of languages and \(0\) is the empty language. More generally, for any set \( A \), \( \mathcal{P}(X) \) is a semi-lattice where \(+\) is the union of sets and \(0\) is the empty set. In the sequel, we indiscriminately use \( 0 \) to denote the element \( 0 \in 2 \), the empty language in \( 2^A \), and the empty set in \( \mathcal{P}(X) \). Similarly, we use \(+\) to denote the Boolean or in \( 2^A \), and the union of sets in \( \mathcal{P}(X) \).

A non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) over the input alphabet \( A \) is a triple \((S, \delta, t)\), where \( S \) is a finite set of states, \( o: S \to 2^A \) is the output function (as for DFA), and \( t: S \to \mathcal{P}(S)^A \) is the transition relation, which assigns to each state \( x \in S \) and input letter \( a \in A \) a set of possible successor states.

The **powerset construction** transforms any NFA \((S, \delta, t)\) in the DFA \((\mathcal{P}(S), \delta^2, t^2)\) where \(\delta^2: \mathcal{P}(S) \to 2^S \) and \(t^2: \mathcal{P}(S) \to \mathcal{P}(S)^A\) are defined for all \( X \in \mathcal{P}(S) \) and \( a \in A \) as follows:

\[
\delta^2(X) = \begin{cases} 0(X) & \text{if } X = \{ \} \text{ with } x \in S \\ 0 & \text{if } X = 0 \\ \delta^2(X_1) + \delta^2(X_2) & \text{if } X = X_1 + X_2 \end{cases}
\]

\[
t^2_a(X) = \begin{cases} t_a(X) & \text{if } X = \{ \} \text{ with } x \in S \\ 0 & \text{if } X = 0 \\ t^2_a(X_1) + t^2_a(X_2) & \text{if } X = X_1 + X_2 \end{cases}
\]

Observe that in \((\mathcal{P}(S), \delta^2, t^2)\), the states form a semi-lattice \((\mathcal{P}(S), +, 0)\), and \(\delta^2\) and \(t^2\) are, by definition, semi-lattices homomorphisms. These properties are fundamental for the up-to technique we are going to introduce; in order to highlight the difference with generic DFA (which usually do not carry this structure), we introduce the following definition.

**Definition 4.** A **determinised NFA** is a DFA \((\mathcal{P}(S), \delta^2, t^2)\) obtained via the powerset construction of some NFA \((S, \delta, t)\).

Hereafter, we use a new notation for representing states of determinised NFA: in place of the singleton \(\{x\}\) we just write \(x\) and, in place of \(\{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}\), we write \(x_1 + \cdots + x_n\).

For an example, consider the NFA \((S, o, t)\) depicted below (left) and part of the determinised NFA \((\mathcal{P}(S), \delta^2, t^2)\) (right).

In the determinised NFA, \(x\) makes one single \(a\)-transition going into \(y + z\). This state is final: \(\delta^2(y + z) = \delta^2(y) + \delta^2(z) = o(y) + o(z) = 1 + 0 = 1\); it makes an \(a\)-transition into \(t^2_a(y + z) = t^2_a(y) + t^2_a(z) = t_a(y) + t_a(z) = x + y\).

The language accepted by the states of a NFA \((S, o, t)\) can be conveniently defined via the powerset construction: the language accepted by \(x \in S\) is the language accepted by the singleton \(\{x\}\) in the DFA \((\mathcal{P}(S), \delta^2, t^2)\), in symbols \([x]\). Therefore, in the following, instead of considering the problem of language equivalence of states of the NFA, we focus on language equivalence of sets of states of the NFA; given two sets of states \(X, Y\) in \(\mathcal{P}(S)\), we say that \(X\) and \(Y\) are language equivalent \((X \sim Y)\) iff \([X] = [Y]\).

This is exactly what happens in standard automata theory, where NFA are equipped with sets of initial states.

#### 3.1 Extending coinduction to NFA

In order to check if two sets of states \(X\) and \(Y\) of an NFA \((S, o, t)\) are language equivalent, we can simply employ the bisimulation proof method on \((\mathcal{P}(S), \delta^2, t^2)\). More explicitly, a bisimulation for a NFA \((S, o, t)\) is a relation \(R \subseteq \mathcal{P}(S) \times \mathcal{P}(S)\) on sets of states, such that whenever \(X \to Y\) then (1) \(\delta^2(X) = \delta^2(Y)\), and (2) for all \(a \in A\), \(t^2_a(X) \sim t^2_a(Y)\). Since this is just the old definition of bisimulation (Definition 1) applied to \((\mathcal{P}(S), \delta^2, t^2)\), we get that \(X \sim Y\) iff there exists a bisimulation relating them.
Remark 3 (Linear time v.s. branching time). It is important not to confuse these bisimulation relations with the standard Milner-and-Park bisimulations [24] (which strictly imply language equivalence): in a standard bisimulation \( R \), if the following states \( x \) and \( y \) of an NFA are in \( R \),

\[
\begin{align*}
  x & \xrightarrow{a} x_1 \\
  y & \xrightarrow{a} y_1 \\
  & \vdots \\
  x & \xrightarrow{a} x_n \\
  y & \xrightarrow{a} y_m
\end{align*}
\]

then each \( x_i \) should be in \( R \) with some \( y_j \) (and vice-versa). Here, instead, we first transform the transition relation into

\[
\begin{align*}
  x & \xrightarrow{a} x_1 + \cdots + x_n \\
  y & \xrightarrow{a} y_1 + \cdots + y_m
\end{align*}
\]

using the powerset construction, and then we require that the sets \( x_1 + \cdots + x_n \) and \( y_1 + \cdots + y_m \) are related by \( R \).

3.2 Bisimulation up to congruence

The semi-lattice structure \((\mathcal{P}(S), +, 0)\) carried by determined NFA makes it possible to introduce a new up-to technique, which is not available with plain DFA: up to congruence. This technique relies on the following function.

Definition 5 (Congruence closure). Let \( u : \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{P}(S) \times \mathcal{P}(S)) \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{P}(S) \times \mathcal{P}(S)) \) be the function on relations on sets of states defined for all \( R \subseteq \mathcal{P}(S) \times \mathcal{P}(S) \) as:

\[
  u(R) = \{ (X_1 + X_2, Y_1 + Y_2) \mid X_1 R Y_1 \text{ and } X_2 R Y_2 \}.
\]

The function \( c = (r \cup s \cup t \cup u \cup \id)\omega \) is called the congruence closure function.

Intuitively, \( c(R) \) is the smallest equivalence relation which is closed with respect to \(+\) and which includes \( R \). It could alternatively be defined inductively using the rules \( r, s, t, \) and \( \id \) from the previous section, and the following one:

\[
  X_1 c(R) Y_1 \quad X_2 c(R) Y_2 \quad u \quad \Rightarrow \quad \frac{X_1 + X_2}{\frac{Y_1}{Y_2}} c(R) \frac{Y_1 + Y_2}{u}.
\]

We call bisimulations up to congruence the bisimulations up to \( c \). We report the explicit definition for the sake of clarity:

Definition 6 (Bisimulation up to congruence). A bisimulation \( c \) up to congruence for an NFA \((S, o, t)\) is a relation \( R \subseteq \mathcal{P}(S) \times \mathcal{P}(S) \) on sets of states, such that whenever \( X \ R \ Y \) then

1. \( o^\delta(X) = o^\delta(Y) \) and
2. for all \( a \in A \), \( t_a^\delta(X) c(R) t_a^\delta(Y) \).

We then show that bisimulations up to congruence are sound, using the notion of compatibility:

Lemma 3. The function \( u \) is compatible.

Proof. We assume that \( R \rightarrow R' \), and we prove that \( u(R) \rightarrow u(R') \). If \( X \ u(R) \ Y \), then \( X = X_1 + X_2 \) and \( Y = Y_1 + Y_2 \) for some \( X_1, X_2, Y_1, Y_2 \) such that \( X_1 R Y_1 \) and \( X_2 R Y_2 \). By assumption, we have \( o^\delta(X_1) = o^\delta(Y_1) \), \( o^\delta(X_2) = o^\delta(Y_2) \), and for all \( a \in A \), \( t_a^\delta(X_1) R' t_a^\delta(Y_1) \) and \( t_a^\delta(X_2) R' t_a^\delta(Y_2) \). Since \( o^\delta \) and \( t_a^\delta \) are homomorphisms, we deduce \( o^\delta(X_1 + X_2) = o^\delta(Y_1 + Y_2) \), and for all \( a \in A \), \( t_a^\delta(X_1 + X_2) u(R') t_a^\delta(Y_1 + Y_2) \).

Theorem 2. Any bisimulation up to congruence is contained in a bisimulation.

Proof. By Proposition 3, it suffices to show that \( c \) is compatible, which follows from Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.
(1) \( R \) is empty; todo is empty;
(2) insert \((X, Y)\) in todo;
(3) while todo is not empty, do {
(3.1) extract \((X', Y')\) from todo;
(3.2) if \((X', Y') \in R\) then skip;
(3.3) if \(\sigma(x) \neq \sigma(y)\) then return false;
(3.4) for all \(a \in A\),
insert \((t_a^r(X'), t_a^r(Y'))\) in todo;
(3.5) insert \((X', Y')\) in \(R\);
(4) return true;

Figure 4. On-the-fly naive algorithm, for checking the equivalence of sets of states \(X\) and \(Y\) of a NFA \((S, o, t)\). The code for on-the-fly HK \((X, Y)\) is obtained by replacing the test in step 3.2 with \((X', Y') \in c(R)\); the code for HKC \((X, Y)\) is obtained by replacing this test with \((X', Y') \in c(R \cup \text{todo})\).

- with Naive, all accessible states need to be visited, by definition of bisimulation;
- with HK, the only case where some accessible states can be avoided is when a pair \((X, X)\) is encountered: the algorithm skips this pair so that the successors of \(X\) are not necessarily computed (this situation rarely happens in practice—it actually never happens when starting with disjoint automata). In the other cases where a pair \((X, Y)\) is skipped, then \(X\) and \(Y\) are necessarily already related to some other states in \(R\), so that their successors will eventually be explored;
- with HKC, only a small portion of the accessible states is built (check the experiments in Section 6). To see a concrete example, let us execute HKC on the NFA from Figure 3. After two iterations, \(R = \{(x, u), (y + z, u)\}\). Since \(x + y + c(R)\), the algorithm stops without building the states \(x + y\) and \(x + y + z\). Similarly, in the example from the Introduction, HKC does not construct the four states corresponding to pairs 4, 5, and 6.

This ability of HKC to ignore parts of the determined NFA comes from the up to congruence technique, which allows one to infer properties about states that were not necessarily encountered before. As we shall see in Section 4 the efficiency of antichains algorithms [1, 33] also comes from their ability to skip large parts of the determined NFA.

### 3.4 Computing the congruence closure

For the optimised algorithm to be effective, we need a way to check whether some pairs belong to the congruence closure of some relation (step 3.2). We present here a simple solution based on set rewriting: the key idea is to look at each pair \((X, Y)\) in a relation \(R\) as a pair of rewriting rules:

\[
X \rightarrow X + Y \quad Y \rightarrow X + Y
\]

which can be used to compute normal forms for sets of states. Indeed, by idempotence, \(X \cup Y\) entails \(c(R) \cup X \cup Y\).

**Definition 7.** Let \(R \subseteq P(S) \times P(S)\) be a relation on sets of states. We define \(\sim_R \subseteq P(S) \times P(S)\) as the smallest irreflexive relation that satisfies the following rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
X & \mapsto_X U & X & \mapsto_R Y & \mapsto_{X \cup Y} Z & \mapsto_{X \cup Y} U & \mapsto_{X \cup Y} Z
\end{align*}
\]

**Lemma 4.** For all relations \(R\), the relation \(\sim_R\) is convergent.

In the sequel, we denote by \(\downarrow_{\sim_R}\) the normal form of a set \(X\) w.r.t. \(\sim_R\). Intuitively, the normal form of a set is the largest set of its equivalence class. Recalling the example from Figure 3, the common normal form of \(x + y\) and \(u\) can be computed as follows \((R\) is the relation \(\{(x, u), (y + z, u)\})\):

\[
\begin{align*}
x + y & \sim R x + y + u \\
x + y + z & \sim R x + y + u + z
\end{align*}
\]

**Theorem 3.** For all relations \(R\), and for all \(X, Y \in P(S)\), we have \(X \downarrow_{\sim_R} = Y \downarrow_{\sim_R} \iff (X, Y) \in c(R)\).

Thus, in order to check if \((X, Y) \in c(R \cup \text{todo})\) we only have to compute the normal form of \(X\) and \(Y\) with respect to \(\sim_{R \cup \text{todo}}\). Note that each pair of \(R \cup \text{todo}\) may be used only once as a rewriting rule, but we do not know in advance in which order to apply these rules. Therefore, the time required to find one rule that applies is in the worst case \(\sum n \in |S|\) is the size of the relation \(R \cup \text{todo}\), and \(n = |S|\) is the number of states of the NFA (assuming linear time complexity for set-theoretic union and containment of sets of states). Since we cannot apply more than \(r\) rules, the time for checking whether \((X, Y) \in c(R \cup \text{todo})\) is bounded by \(r^2n\).

We tried other solutions, notably by using binary decision diagrams [8]. We have chosen to keep the presented rewriting algorithm for its simplicity and because it behaves well in practice.

### 3.5 Complexity hints

The complexity of \(\text{Naive}\), HK and HKC is closely related to the size of the relation that they build. Hereafter, we use \(v = |A|\) to denote the number of letters in \(A\).

**Lemma 5.** The three algorithms require at most \(1 + v|R|\) iterations, where \(|R|\) is the size of the produced relation; moreover, this bound is reached whenever they return true.

Therefore, we can conveniently reason about \(|R|\).

**Lemma 6.** Let \(R_{\text{Naive}}, R_{\text{HK}}\), and \(R_{\text{HKC}}\) denote the relations produced by the three algorithms. We have

\[
|R_{\text{Naive}}| \leq m \quad |R_{\text{HK}}| \leq m^2, \quad |R_{\text{HKC}}| \leq m^4,
\]

where \(m \leq 2^n\) is the number of accessible states in the determined NFA and \(n\) is the number of states of the NFA. If the algorithms returned true, we moreover have

\[
|R_{\text{Naive}}|, |R_{\text{HK}}| \leq |R_{\text{HKC}}|.
\]

As shown below in Section 4.2.4, \(R_{\text{HKC}}\) can be exponentially smaller than \(R_{\text{HK}}\). Notice however that the problem of deciding NFA language equivalence is PSPACE-complete [23], and that none of the algorithms presented here is in PSPACE: all of them store a set of visited pairs, and in the worst case, this set can become exponentially large with all of them. (This also holds for the antichain algorithms [1, 33] which we describe in Section 4.) Instead, the standard PSPACE algorithm does not store any set of visited pairs: it checks all words of length smaller than \(2^n\). While this can be done in polynomial space, this systematically requires exponential time.

### 3.6 Using HKC for checking language inclusion

For NFA, language inclusion can be reduced to language equivalence in a rather simple way. Since the function \([-\cdot]: P(S) \rightarrow 2^A\) is a semi-lattice homomorphism (see Theorem 7 in Appendix A), for any given sets of states \(X\) and \(Y\), \([X + Y] = [Y]\) iff \([X] \subseteq [Y]\). Therefore, it suffices to run HKC\((X + Y, Y)\) to check the inclusion \([X] \subseteq [Y]\).

In such a situation, all pairs that are eventually manipulated by HKC have the shape \((X' + Y', Y')\) for some sets \(X', Y'\). The step 3.2 of HKC, where it checks whether the current pair belongs
to the congruence closure of the relation, can thus be simplified. First, the pairs in the current relation can only be used to rewrite from right to left. Second, the following lemma allows one to avoid unnecessary normal form computations:

**Lemma 7.** For all sets $X,Y$ and for all relations $R$, we have $X+Y \ c(R) Y$ iff $X \subseteq Y \downarrow R$.

**Proof.** We first prove that for all $X,Y$, $X \downarrow R \Rightarrow Y \downarrow R$ iff $X \subseteq Y \downarrow R$ and $Y \subseteq X \downarrow R$, using the fact that the normalisation function $\downarrow R : X \rightarrow X \downarrow R$ is monotone and idempotent. The announced result follows by Theorem 3, since $Y \subseteq (X+Y) \downarrow R$ is always true and $X+Y \subseteq Y \downarrow R$ iff $X \subseteq Y \downarrow R$. \hfill $\square$

However, as shown below, checking an equivalence by decomposing it into two inclusions cannot be more efficient than checking the equivalence directly.

**Lemma 8.** Let $X,Y$ be two sets of states; let $R_{\leq}$ and $R_{\geq}$ be the relations computed by $\text{HKC}(X+Y,Y)$ and $\text{HKC}(X+Y,X)$, respectively. If $R_{\leq}$ and $R_{\geq}$ are bisimulations up to congruence, then the following relation is a bisimulation up to congruence: $R_{\subseteq} = \{(X',Y') \mid (X'+Y',Y') \in R_{\leq} \ or \ (X'+Y',X') \in R_{\geq} \}$.

On the contrary, the checking the equivalence directly actually allows one to skip some pairs that cannot be skipped when reasoning by double inclusion. As an example, consider the DFA on the right of Figure 2. The relation computed by $\text{HKC}(x,u)$ contains only four pairs (because the fifth one follows from transitivity). Instead, the relations built by $\text{HKC}(x,x+u)$ and $\text{HKC}(u+x,u)$ would both contain five pairs: transitivity cannot be used since our relations are now oriented (from $y \leq v, z \leq u$ and $z \leq w$, we cannot deduce $y \leq w$). Another example, where we get an exponential factor by checking the equivalence directly rather than through the two inclusions, can be found in Section 4.2.4.

In a sense, the behaviour of the coinduction proof method here is similar to that of standard proofs by induction, where one often has to strengthen the induction predicate to get a (nicer) proof.

## 4. Antichain algorithm

In [33], De Wulf et al. have proposed the antichain approach for checking language inclusion of NFA. We show that this approach can be explained in terms of *simulations up to upward closure* that, in turn, can be seen as a special case of bisimulations up to congruence. Before doing so, we recall the standard notion of antichain and we describe the antichain algorithm ($\mathcal{AC}$).

Given a partial order $(X, \subseteq)$, an antichain is a subset $Y \subseteq X$ containing only incomparable elements (that is, for all $y_1, y_2 \in Y$, $y_1 \not\subseteq y_2$ and $y_2 \not\subseteq y_1$). $\mathcal{AC}$ exploits antichains over the set $S \times \mathcal{P}(S)$, where the ordering is given by $(x_1,Y_1) \subseteq (x_2,Y_2)$ iff $x_1 = x_2$ and $Y_1 \subseteq Y_2$.

In order to check $[X] \subseteq [Y]$ for two sets of states $X,Y$ of an NFA $(S,\alpha,t)$, $\mathcal{AC}$ maintains an antichain of pairs $(x',Y')$, where $x'$ is a state of the NFA and $Y'$ is a state of the determined automaton. More precisely, the automaton is explored nondeterministically (via $t$) for obtaining the first component of the pair and deterministically (via $\alpha$) for the second one. If a pair such that $x'$ is accepting ($\alpha(x') = 1$) and $Y'$ is not ($\alpha(Y') = 0$) is encountered, then a counter-example has been found. Otherwise all derivatives of the pair along the automata transitions have to be inserted into the antichain, so that they will be explored. If one of these pairs is larger than a previously encountered pair $p' (p' \not\subseteq p)$ then the language inclusion corresponding to $p$ is subsumed by $p'$ so that $p$ can be skipped; otherwise, if $p \subseteq p_1, \ldots, p_n$ for some pairs $p_1,\ldots,p_n$ that are already in the antichain, then one can safely remove these pairs: they are subsumed by $p$ and, by doing so, the set of visited pairs remains an antichain.

**Remark 4.** An important difference between $\text{HKC}$ and $\mathcal{AC}$ consists in the fact that the former inserts pairs in todo without checking whether they are redundant (this check is performed when the pair is processed), while the latter removes all redundant pairs whenever a new one is inserted. Therefore, the cost of an iteration with $\text{HKC}$ is merely the cost of the corresponding congruence check, while the cost of an iteration with $\mathcal{AC}$ is merely that of inserting all successors of the corresponding pair and simplifying the antichain.

Note that the above description corresponds to the “forward” antichain algorithm, as described in [1]. Instead, the original antichain algorithm, as first described in [33], is “backward” in the sense that the automata are traversed in the reversed way, from accepting states to initial states. The two versions are dual [33] and we could similarly define the backward counterpart of $\text{HKC}$ and $\text{HK}$. We however stick to the forward versions for the sake of clarity.

### 4.1 Coinductive presentation

Leaving apart the concrete data structures used to manipulate antichains, we can rephrase this algorithm using a coinductive framework, like we did for Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm.

First define a notion of simulation, where the left-hand side automaton is executed non-deterministically:

**Definition 8** (Simulation). Given two relations $T, T' \subseteq S \times \mathcal{P}(S)$, $T$ s-progresses to $T'$, denoted $T \rightarrow_s T'$, if whenever $x \in T$ then

1. $o(x) \leq o^T(Y)$
2. for all $a \in A$, $x' \in t_a(x)$, $x' T' \uparrow a (Y)$.

A simulation is a relation $T$ such that $T \rightarrow_s T$.

As expected, we obtain the following coinductive proof principle:

**Proposition 4** (Coinduction). For all sets $X,Y$, we have $[X] \subseteq [Y]$ iff there exists a simulation $T$ such that for all $x \in X$, $x \in T$.

(Note that like for our notion of bisimulation, the above notion of simulation is weaker than the standard one from concurrency theory [24], which strictly entails language inclusion—Remark 3.)

To account for the antichain algorithm, where we can discard pairs using the preorder $\subseteq$, it suffices to define the upward closure function $\uparrow : \mathcal{P}(S) \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(S)$ as

$\uparrow T = \{(x,Y) \mid \exists(x',Y') \in T \text{ s.t. } (x',Y') \subseteq (x,Y)\}.$

A pair belongs to the upward closure $\uparrow T$ of a relation $T \subseteq S \times \mathcal{P}(S)$, if and only if this pair is subsumed by some pair in $T$. In fact, rather than trying to construct a simulation, $\mathcal{AC}$ attempts to construct a simulation up to upward closure.

Like for $\text{HK}$ and $\text{HKC}$, this method can be justified by defining the appropriate notion of s-compatible function, showing that any simulation up to an s-compatible function is contained in a simulation, and showing that the upward closure function (1) is s-compatible.

**Theorem 4.** Any simulation up to $\uparrow$ is contained in a simulation.

**Corollary 3.** For all $X,Y \in \mathcal{P}(S)$, $[X] \subseteq [Y]$ iff $\mathcal{AC}(X,Y)$.

### 4.2 Comparing $\text{HKC}$ and $\mathcal{AC}$

The efficiency of the two algorithms strongly depends on the number of pairs that they need to explore. In the following (Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4), we show that $\text{HKC}$ can explore far fewer pairs than $\mathcal{AC}$, when checking language inclusion of automata that share some states, or when checking language equivalence. We would also like to formally prove that (a) $\text{HKC}$ never explores more than $\mathcal{AC}$, and
(b) when checking inclusion of disjoint automata, AC never explores more than HKC. Unfortunately, the validity of these statements highly depends on numerous assumptions about the two algorithms (e.g., on the exploration strategy) and their potential proofs seem complicated and not really informative. For these reasons, we preferred to investigate the formal correspondence at the level of the coinductive proof techniques, where it is much cleaner.

4.2.1 Language inclusion: HKC can mimic AC

As explained in Section 3.6, we can check the language inclusion of two sets \( X, Y \) by executing HKC\((X + Y; Y)\). We now show that for any simulation up to upward closure that proves the inclusion \([X] \subseteq [Y]\), there exists a bisimulation up to congruence of the same size which proves the same inclusion. For \( T \subseteq S \times P(S) \), let \( \hat{T} \subseteq P(S) \times P(S) \) denote the relation \( \{(x + Y; x) T \} \).

**Lemma 9.** We have \( \hat{T} \subseteq c(\hat{T}) \).

**Proof.** If \((x + Y; x) \in \hat{T}\), then there exists \(Y' \subseteq Y\) such that \((x, Y') \in T\). By definition, \((x + Y', Y') \in \hat{T}\) and \((Y, Y') \in c(\hat{T})\). By the rule \((u), (x + Y', Y', y) \in c(\hat{T})\) and since \(Y' \subseteq Y\), \((x + Y, Y') \in c(\hat{T})\).

**Proposition 5.** If \(T\) is a simulation up to \(\tau\), then \(\hat{T}\) is a bisimulation up to \(c\).

**Proof.** First observe that if \( T \rightarrow T' \), then \( \hat{T} \rightarrow u^\tau(\hat{T}') \). Therefore, if \( T \rightarrow R \), then \( \hat{T} \rightarrow u^\tau(\hat{R}) \). By Lemma 9, \( \hat{T} \rightarrow u^\tau(c(\hat{T})) \).

(Not that transitivity and symmetry are not used in the above proofs: the constructed bisimulation up to congruence is actually a bisimulation up to context \((r \cup u \cup id)^{\infty}\).)

The relation \(\hat{T}\) is not the one computed by HKC, since the former contains pairs of the shape \((x + Y, Y)\), while the latter has pairs of the shape \((X + Y, Y)\) with \(X\) possibly not a singleton. However, note that manipulating pairs of the two kinds does not change anything since by Lemma 7, \((X + Y, Y) \in c(R)\) iff for all \(x \in X\), \((x + Y, Y) \in c(R)\).

4.2.2 Inclusion: AC can mimic HKC on disjoint automata

As shown in Section 4.2.3 below, HKC can be faster than AC, thanks to the up to transitivity technique. However, in the special case where the two automata are disjoint, transitivity cannot help, and the two algorithms actually match each other.

Suppose that the automaton \((S, a)\) is built from two disjoint automata \((S_1, a_1, t_1)\) and \((S_2, a_2, t_2)\) as described in Remark 1. Let \( R \) be the relation obtained by running HKC\((X_0 + Y_0, Y_0)\) with \(X_0 \subseteq S_1\) and \(Y_0 \subseteq S_2\). All pairs in \( R \) are necessarily of the shape \((X + Y, Y)\) with \(X \subseteq S_1\) and \(Y \subseteq S_2\). Let \( R \subseteq S \times P(S) \) denote the relation \(\{(x, Y) \mid \exists x \in X, (x + Y, Y) \in R\}\).

**Lemma 10.** If \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) are disjoint, then \( c(\hat{R}) \subseteq \hat{R} \).

**Proof.** Suppose that \( x \in c(\hat{R}) \), i.e., \( x \in X \) with \( X + Y \in c(\hat{R}) \). By Lemma 7, we have \( X \subseteq Y \cup R \), and hence, \( x \in Y \cup R \). By definition of \( R \) the pairs it contains can only be used to rewrite from right to left; moreover, since \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) are disjoint, such rewriting steps cannot enable new rewriting rules, so that all steps can be performed in parallel: we have \( Y \cup R = X + Y \cup R = X + Y \cup R \). Therefore, there exists some \(X', Y'\) with \( x \in X'\), \( X' + Y' \in R \), and \( Y' \subseteq Y \). It follows that \((x, Y') \in \hat{R}\), hence \(x \in \hat{R}\).

**Proposition 6.** If \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) are disjoint, and if \( R \) is a simulation up to congruence, then \(\hat{R}\) is a simulation up to upward closure.

**Proof.** First observe that for all relations \( R, R' \), if \( R \rightarrow R' \), then \( \hat{R} \rightarrow \hat{R}' \). Therefore, if \( R \rightarrow c(R) \), then \( \hat{R} \rightarrow c(\hat{R}) \). We deduce \( \hat{R} \rightarrow \hat{R} \) by Lemma 10.

4.2.3 Inclusion: AC cannot mimic HKC on merged automata

The containment of HKC 10 does not hold when \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) are not disjoint, since \( c \) can exploit transitivity, while \( \tau \) cannot. For a concrete grasp, take \( R = \{(x + y, y) \mid (y + z, z) \in \} \) and observe that \((x, z) \in c(\hat{R})\) but \((x, z) \notin \hat{R}\). This difference makes it possible to find bisimulations up to \( c \) that are much smaller than the corresponding simulations up to \( \tau \), and for HKC to be more efficient than AC. Such an example, where HKC is exponentially better than AC for checking language inclusion of automata sharing some states, is given in [6].

4.2.4 Language equivalence: AC cannot mimic HKC.

AC can be used to check language equivalence, by checking the two underlying inclusions. However, checking equivalence directly can be better, even in the disjoint case. To see this on a simple example, consider the DFA on the right-hand side of Figure 2. If we use AC twice to prove \( x \sim u \), we get the following antichains:

\[ T_1 = \{(x, u), (y, v), (y, w), (z, v), (z, w)\} \]

\[ T_2 = \{(u, x), (v, y), (w, z), (v, z)\} \]

containing five pairs each. Instead, four pairs are sufficient with HKC or HKC, thanks to up to symmetry and up to transitivity.

For a more interesting example, consider the family of NFA given in Figure 5, where \( n \) is an arbitrary natural number. Taken together, the states \( x \) and \( y \) are equivalent to the state \( z \): they recognise the language \((a + b)^{n}(a + b)^{n+1} \). Alone, the state \( x \) (resp. \( y \)) recognises the language \((a+b)^{n}a(a+b)^{n} \) (resp. \((a+b)^{n}b(a+b)^{n}\)).

For \( i \leq n \), let \( X_i = x + x_1 + \cdots + x_i \), \( Y_i = y_1 + \cdots + y_i \), and \( Z_i = z + z_1 + \cdots + z_i \); for \( N \subseteq [1..i] \), furthermore set \( X_N = x + \sum_{j \in N} x_j \), \( Y_N = y + \sum_{j \in [1..i] \setminus N} y_j \).

In the determined NFA, \( x + y \) can reach all the states of the shape \( X_N + Y_N \), for \( i \leq n \) and \( N \subseteq [1..i] \). For instance, for \( n=2 \), we have \( x + y \xrightarrow{a} x + y + x_1 + x_2 \) and \( y \xrightarrow{a} x + y + y_1 + y_2 \).

The smallest bisimulation relating \( x + y \) and \( z \) is \( R = \{(X_1 + Y_1, Z_1) \mid i \leq n, N \subseteq [1..i]\} \), which contains \( 2^{n+1} - 1 \) pairs. This is the relation computed by NAVE\((x, y)\) and HK\((x, y)\)—the up to equivalence technique (alone) does not help in HK. With AC, we obtain the antichains \( T_x + T_y \) (for
\[ [x + y] \subseteq [z] \] and \( T_i \) (for \([x + y] \supseteq [z]\)), where:

\[
T_x = \{(x_i, Z_i) \mid i \leq n\}, \quad T_y = \{(y_i, Z_i) \mid i \leq n\}, \quad T_z = \{(x_i, Y_i^N + Y_i^N) \mid i \leq n, N \subseteq [1..i]\}.
\]

Note that \( T_x \) and \( T_y \) have size \( n + 1 \), and \( T_z \) has size \( 2^{n+1} - 1 \).

The language recognised by \( x \) or \( y \) are known for having a minimal DFA with \( 2^n \) states [17]. So, checking \( x + y \sim z \) via minimisation (e.g., [9, 15]) would also require exponential time.

This is not the case with \( \text{HRC} \), which requires only polynomial time in this case. Indeed, \( \text{HRC}(x+y, z) \) builds the relation

\[
R' = \{ (x+y, z) \} \\
\cup \{ (x + Y_i + y_i + 1, Z_i + 1) \mid i \leq n \} \\
\cup \{ (x + Y_i + x_i + 1, Z_i + 1) \mid i \leq n \}
\]

which is a bisimulation up to congruence and which only contains \( 2n + 1 \) pairs. To see that this is a bisimulation up to congruence, consider the pair \( (x+y + x_i + y_i), Z_i \) obtained from \( (x+y, z) \) after reading the word \( ba \). This pair does not belong to \( R' \) but to its congruence closure. Indeed, we have

\[
x + y + x_i + y_i \in c(R') \quad Z_i + 1 \\
(x + y + x_i + y_i + 1) \in c(R') \quad Z_i + 1 \\
(x + y + x_i + y_i + 1) \in c(R') \quad Z_i
\]

(Proof Lemma 18 in Appendix D for a complete proof.)

5. **Exploiting Similarity**

Looking at the example in Figure 5, a natural idea would be to first quotient the automaton by graph isomorphism. By doing so, we would merge the states \( z_i, y_i, z_i \), and we would obtain the following automaton, for which checking \( x + y \sim z \) is much easier.

As shown by Abdulla et al. [1], one can actually do better with the antichain algorithm, by exploiting any preorder contained in language inclusion (e.g., similarity [24]). In this section, we rephrase this technique for antichains in our coinductive framework, and we show how this idea can be embedded in HRC, resulting in an even stronger algorithm.

5.1 \( \mathcal{A}C \) with similarity: \( \mathcal{A}C' \)

For the sake of clarity, we fix the preorder to be *similarity*, which can be computed in quadratic time [13].

**Definition 9** (Similarity). *Similarity is the largest relation on states \( \preceq \subseteq S \times S \) such that \( x \preceq y \) entails:* 

1. \( \alpha(x) \leq \alpha(y) \) and 
2. for all \( a \in A, x' \in S \) such that \( x \xrightarrow{a} x' \), there exists some \( y' \) such that \( y \xrightarrow{a} y' \) and \( x' \preceq y' \).

One extends similarity to a preorder \( \preceq^{\mathcal{A}C'} \subseteq \mathcal{P}(S) \times \mathcal{P}(S) \) on sets of states, and to a preorder \( \preceq^{\mathcal{A}C} \subseteq (S \times \mathcal{P}(S)) \times (S \times \mathcal{P}(S)) \) on antichain pairs, as:

\[
X \preceq^{\mathcal{A}C'} Y \quad \text{if} \quad \forall r \in R, \exists y \in S \mid x \xrightarrow{r} y \}
\]

\[
(x', Y') \preceq^{\mathcal{A}C} (x, Y') \quad \text{if} \quad x' \preceq^{\mathcal{A}C'} Y' \}
\]

The new antichain algorithm [1], which we call \( \mathcal{A}C' \), is similar to \( \mathcal{A}C \), but the antichain is now taken w.r.t. the new preorder \( \preceq^{\mathcal{A}C'} \). Formally, let \( \lambda : \mathcal{P}(S \times \mathcal{P}(S)) \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(S \times \mathcal{P}(S)) \) be the function defined for all relations \( T \subseteq S \times \mathcal{P}(S) \), as

\[
\lambda T = \{ (x, Y) \mid x \preceq^{\mathcal{A}C'} Y \}, \quad \exists (x', Y') \in T \text{ s.t. } (x', Y') \preceq^{\mathcal{A}C} (x, Y)\}.
\]

While \( \mathcal{A}C \) consists in trying to build a simulation up to \( \sim \), \( \mathcal{A}C' \) tries to build a simulation up to \( \lambda \), i.e., it skips a pair \((x, Y)\) if either (a) it is subsumed by another pair of the antichain or (b) \( x \preceq^{\mathcal{A}C'} Y \).

**Theorem 5.** Any simulation up to \( \lambda \) is contained in a simulation.

**Corollary 4.** The antichain algorithm proposed in [1] is sound and complete: for all sets \( X, Y \), \( [X] \subseteq [Y] \) iff \( \mathcal{A}C'(X, Y) \).

Optimisation 1(a) and optimisation 1(b) in [1] are simply (a) and (b), as discussed above. Another optimisation, called Optimisation 2, is presented in [1]: if \( y_1 \preceq_{Z_1} y_2 \) and \( y_1, y_2 \in Y \) for some pair \((x, Y)\), then \( y_1 \) can be safely removed from \( Y \). Note that while this is useful to store smaller sets, it does not allow one to explore less, since the pairs encountered with or without Optimisation 2 are always equivalent w.r.t. the ordering \( \preceq^{\mathcal{A}C} : Y \preceq Y \} \) and, for all \( a \in A, t_0, t_1(Y) \preceq^{\mathcal{A}C} t_0, t_1(Y \} \).
However, even for checking inclusion of disjoint automata, \( \mathcal{AC}' \) cannot mimic \( \mathcal{HC}' \), because now the similarity relation allows one to exploit transitivity. To see this, consider the example given in Figure 6, where we want to check that \([z] \subseteq [x+y]\), and for which the similarity relation is shown on the right-hand side.

Since this is an inclusion of disjoint automata, \( \mathcal{HK} \) and \( \mathcal{AC} \), which do not exploit similarity, behave the same (cf. Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). Actually, they also behave like \( \mathcal{HK} \) and they require \( 2^{n+1} - 1 \) pairs. On the contrary, the use of similarity allows \( \mathcal{HC}' \) to prove the inclusion with only \( 2n + 1 \) pairs, by computing the following bisimulation up to \( c' \) (Lemma 19 in Appendix E):

\[
R'' = \{(z+x+y, x+y)\} \\
\cup \{(Z_{i+1}+X_{i}+y_{i+1}, X_{i}+y_{i+1}) \mid i < n\} \\
\cup \{(Z_{i+1}+X_{i}+y_{i+1}, X_{i}+y_{i+1}) \mid i < n\},
\]

where \( X_{i} = x+x_{1} + \ldots + x_{i} \) and \( Z_{i} = z+z_{1} + \ldots + z_{i} \).

Like in Section 4.2.4, to see that this is a bisimulation up to \( c' \) (where we do exploit similarity), consider the pair obtained after reading the word \( ab: (Z_{2}+x+y+x_{2}+y_{1}, x+y+x_{2}+y_{1}) \). This pair does not belong to \( R'' \) or \( c(R'') \), but it does belong to \( c'(R'') \). Indeed, by Lemmas 7 and 11, this pair belong to \( c'(R'') \) iff \( Z_{2} \subseteq (x+y+x_{2}+y_{1}) \) implies \( x+y+x_{2}+y_{1} \).

On the contrary, \( \mathcal{AC}' \) is not able to exploit similarity in this case, and it behaves like \( \mathcal{AC} \): both of them compute the same antichain \( T_{x} \) as in the example from Section 4.2.4, which has \( 2^{n+1} - 1 \) elements.

In fact, even when considering inclusion of disjoint automata, the use of similarity tends to virtually merge states, so that \( \mathcal{HC}' \) can use the up to transitivity technique which \( \mathcal{AC} \) and \( \mathcal{AC}' \) lack.

### 5.4 A short recap

Figure 7 summarises the relationship amongst the presented algorithms, in the general case and in the special case of language inclusion of disjoint automata. In this diagram, an arrow \( X \rightarrow Y \) (from an alphabet \( X \) to \( Y \)) means that (a) \( Y \) can explore less states than \( X \), and (b) \( Y \) can mimic \( X \), i.e., the proof code of \( Y \) is at least as powerful as the one of \( X \). (The labels on the arrows point to the sections showing these relations; unlabelled arrows are not illustrated in this paper, they are easily inferred from what we have shown.)

### 6. Experimental assessment

To get an intuition of the average behaviour of \( \mathcal{HC} \) on various NFA, and to compare it with \( \mathcal{HK} \) and \( \mathcal{AC} \), we provide some benchmarks on random automata and on automata obtained from model-checking problems. In both cases, we conduct the experiments on a MacBook pro 2.4GHz Intel Core i7, with 4GB of memory, running OS X Lion (10.7.4). We use our OCaml implementation for \( \mathcal{HK} \), \( \mathcal{HC} \), and \( \mathcal{HC}' \) [6], and the \texttt{libvata} C++ library for \( \mathcal{AC} \) and \( \mathcal{AC}' \) [20]. (To our knowledge, \texttt{libvata} is the most efficient implementation currently available for the antichain algorithms.)

#### 6.1 Random automata

For a given size \( n \), we generate a thousand random NFA with \( n \) states and two letters. According to [31], we use a linear transition density of 1.25 (which means that the expected out-degree of each state and with respect to each letter is 1.25): Tabakov and Vardi empirically showed that one statistically gets more challenging NFA with this particular value. We generate NFA without accepting states: by doing so, we make sure that the algorithms never encounter a counter-example, so that they always continue until they find a (bi)simulation up to these runs correspond to their worst cases for all possible choices of accepting states for the given NFA.

We run all algorithms on these NFA, starting from two distinct singleton sets, to measure the required time and the number of processed pairs: for \( \mathcal{HK} \), \( \mathcal{HC} \), and \( \mathcal{HC}' \), this is the number of pairs put into the bisimulation up to \( (R) \); for \( \mathcal{AC} \) and \( \mathcal{AC}' \), this is the number of pairs inserted into the antichain. The timings for \( \mathcal{HC}' \) and \( \mathcal{AC}' \) do not include the time required to compute similarity.

We report the median values (50%), the last deciles (90%), and the maximum (100%) values in Table 1. For instance, for \( n = 70 \), 90% of the examples require less than 155ms with \( \mathcal{HK} \); equivalently, 10% of the examples require more than 155ms. (For a few tests, \texttt{libvata} ran out of memory, whence the “∞” symbols in the table.) We also plotted on Figure 8 the distribution of the number of processed pairs when \( n = 100 \).

\( \mathcal{HK} \) and \( \mathcal{AC} \) are several orders of magnitude better than \( \mathcal{HC} \), and \( \mathcal{HC} \) is usually two to ten times faster than \( \mathcal{AC} \). Moreover, for the first four lines, \( \mathcal{HC} \) is much more predictable than \( \mathcal{AC} \), i.e., the last percentiles and maximum values are of the same order as the median value. (\( \mathcal{AC} \) seems to become more predictable for larger values of \( n \).) The same relative behaviour can be observed between \( \mathcal{HC}' \) and \( \mathcal{AC}' \): moreover, \( \mathcal{HC}' \) alone is apparently faster than \( \mathcal{AC}' \).

Also recall that the size of the relations generated by \( \mathcal{HK} \) is a lower bound for the number of accessible states of the determinised NFA (Lemma 6 (2)); one can thus see in Table 1 that \( \mathcal{HC} \) usually explores an extremely small portion of these DFA (e.g., less than one per thousand for \( n = 100 \)). The last column reports the median size of the minimal DFA for the corresponding parameters, as given in [31]. \( \mathcal{HK} \) usually explores much more states than what would be necessary with a minimal DFA, while \( \mathcal{HC} \) and \( \mathcal{AC} \) need much less.

#### 6.2 Automata from model-checking

Checking language inclusion of NFA can be useful for model-checking, where one sometimes has to compute a sequence of NFA.
by iteratively applying a transducer, until a fixpoint is reached [7]. To know that the fixpoint is reached, one typically has to check whether an NFA is contained in another one.

Abdulla et al. [1] use such benchmarks to test their algorithm (AC') against the plain antichain algorithm (AC [33]). We reuse them to test HKC' against AC' in a concrete scenario. We take the sequences of automata kindly provided by L. Holik, which roughly corresponds to those used in [1] and which come from the model checking of various programs (the bakery algorithm, bubble sort, and a producer-consumer system). For all these sequences, we check the inclusions of consecutive pairs, in both directions.

We separate the results into those for which a counter-example is found, and those for which the inclusion holds. We skip the trivial inclusions which hold by similarity ($\preceq^+$), and for which both HKC' and AC' stop immediately.

The results are given in Table 2. Even though these are inclusions of disjoint automata, HKC' is faster than AC' on these examples: up to transitivity can be exploited thanks to the similarity pairs, and larger parts of the determinised NFA can be skipped.

### 7. Related work

A similar notion of bisimulation up to congruence has already been used to obtain decidability and complexity results about context-free processes, under the name of self-bisimulations. Caucał [10] introduced this concept to give a shorter and nicer proof of the result by Baeten et al. [4]: bisimilarity is decidable for normed context-free processes. Christensen et al. [11] then generalised the result to all context-free processes, also by using self-bisimulations. Hirshfeld et al. [14] used a refinement of this notion to get a polynomial algorithm for bisimilarity in the normed case.

There are two main differences with the ideas we presented here. First, the above papers focus on bisimilarity rather than language equivalence (recall that although we use bisimulation relations, we check language equivalence since we work on the determinised NFA—Remark 3). Second, we consider a notion of bisimulation up to congruence where the congruence is taken with respect to non-determinism (union of sets of states). Self-bisimulations are also bisimulations up to congruence, but the congruence is taken with respect to word concatenation. We cannot consider this operation in our setting since we do not have the corresponding monoid structure in plain NFA.

Other approaches, that are independent from the algebraic structure (e.g., monoids or semi-lattices) and the behavioural equivalence (e.g., bisimilarity or language equivalence) are shown in [5, 21, 22, 26]. These propose very general frameworks into which our up to congruence technique fits as a very special case. To our knowledge, bisimulation up to congruence has never been proposed as a technique for proving language equivalence of NFA.
8. Conclusions and future work

We showed that the standard algorithm by Hopcroft and Karp for checking language equivalence of DFA relies on a bisimulation up to equivalence proof technique; this allowed us to design a new algorithm (HKC) for the non-deterministic case, where we exploit a novel technique called up to congruence.

We then compared HKC to the recently introduced antichain algorithms [33] (AC): when checking the inclusion of disjoint automata, the two algorithms are equivalent, in all the other cases HKC is more efficient since it can use transitivity to prune a larger portion of the state-space.

The difference between these two approaches becomes even more striking when considering some optimisation exploiting similarity. Indeed, as nicely shown with AC' [1], the antichains approach can widely benefit from the knowledge one gets by first computing similarity. Inspired by this work, we showed that both our proof technique (bisimulation up to congruence) and our algorithm (HKC) can be easily modified to exploit similarity. The resulting algorithm (HKC') is now more efficient than AC’ even for checking language inclusion of disjoint automata.

We provided concrete examples where HKC and HKC’ are exponentially faster than AC and AC’ (Sections 4.2.4 and 5.3) and we proved that the coinductive techniques underlying the formers are at least as powerful as those exploited by the latter's (Propositions 5 and 7). We finally compared the algorithms experimentally, by running them on both randomly generated automata, and automata resulting from model checking problems. It appears that for these examples, HKC and HKC’ perform better than AC and AC’.

Finally note that our implementation of the presented algorithms is available online [6], together with an applet making it possible to test them on user-provided examples.

As future work, we plan to extend our approach to tree automata. In particular, it seems promising to investigate if further up-to techniques can be defined for regular tree expressions. For instance, the algorithms proposed in [3, 18] exploit some optimisation which suggest us coinductive up-to techniques.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>required time (seconds)</th>
<th>number of processed pairs</th>
<th>number of tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>result</td>
<td>algo.</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counter-example</td>
<td>AC'</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HKC'</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inclusion holds</td>
<td>AC'</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HKC'</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Running HKC’ and AC’ to test language inclusion of disjoint NFA generated from model-checking.
A. Smallest bisimulation and compositionality

In this appendix, we show some (unrelated) properties that have been discussed through the paper, but never formally stated. The first property concerns the relation computed by \( \text{Naive}(x, y) \). For this reason, we prove here that determinised NFA are bisimilar. Since it follows from the categorical observation made in [30] that determinised NFA are bisimilar, we believe that this property is interesting, since it implies the smallest bisimulation relating \( x \) and \( y \).

Proposition 8. Let \( x \) and \( y \) be two states of a DFA. Let \( R_{\text{Naive}} \) be the relation built by \( \text{Naive}(x, y) \). If \( \text{Naive}(x, y) \) is true, then \( R_{\text{Naive}} \) is the smallest bisimulation relating \( x \) and \( y \), i.e., \( R_{\text{Naive}} \subseteq R \), for all bisimulations \( R \) such that \( (x, y) \in R \).

Proof. We have already shown in Proposition 2 that \( R_{\text{Naive}} \) is a bisimulation. We need to prove that it is the smallest. Let \( R \) be a bisimulation such that \( (x, y) \in R \). For all words \( w \in A^* \), there is a pair of states \( (x', y') \) such that \( x \xrightarrow{w} x' \) and \( y \xrightarrow{w} y' \); it must hold that \( (x', y') \in R \) (by definition of bisimulation).

By construction, for all \( (x', y') \in R_{\text{Naive}} \), there exists a word \( w \in A^* \), such that \( x \xrightarrow{w} x' \) and \( y \xrightarrow{w} y' \). Therefore all the pairs in \( R_{\text{Naive}} \) must also be in \( R \), that is \( R_{\text{Naive}} \subseteq R \).

The second property is

\[ X + Y = [X] + [Y], \]

which we have used in the Introduction to give an intuition of bisimulation up to context and to show that the problem of language inclusion can be reduced to language equivalence. We believe that this property is interesting, since it follows from the categorical observation made in [30] that determinised NFAs are bisimilar [32], like CCS processes. For this reason, we prove here that \(-\): \( \mathcal{P}(S) \to 2^{A^*} \) is a semi-lattice homomorphism.

Theorem 7. Let \( (S, o, t) \) be a non-deterministic automaton and \( \mathcal{P}(S), o^*, t^* \) be the corresponding deterministic automaton obtained through the powerset construction. The function \(-\): \( \mathcal{P}(S) \to 2^{A^*} \) is a semi-lattice homomorphism, that is, for all \( X_1, X_2 \in \mathcal{P}(S) \),

\[ [X_1 + X_2] = [X_1] + [X_2] \]

and \([\emptyset] = 0\).

Proof. We prove that for all words \( w \in A^* \), \([X_1 + X_2](w) = [X_1](w) + [X_2](w)\), by induction on \( w \).

- For \( \epsilon \), we have:
  \[ [X_1 + X_2](\epsilon) = o^*(X_1 + X_2) = o^*(X_1) + o^*(X_2) = [X_1](\epsilon) + [X_2](\epsilon). \]

- For \( a \cdot w \), we have:
  \[ [X_1 + X_2](a \cdot w) = [t^*_a(X_1 + X_2)](w) \]

  (by definition)
  \[ = [t^*_a(X_1)](w) + [t^*_a(X_2)](w) \]

  (by definition)
  \[ = [X_1](a \cdot w) + [X_2](a \cdot w). \]

For the second part, we prove that for all words \( w \in A^* \), \([\emptyset](w) = 0\), again by induction on \( w \). Base case: \([\emptyset](\epsilon) = o^*(\emptyset) = 0 \).

Inductive case: \([\emptyset](a \cdot w) = [t^*_a(\emptyset)](w) = [\emptyset](w)\) that by induction hypothesis is 0.

B. Proofs of Section 2

Proposition 1. Two states are language equivalent iff there exists a bisimulation that relates them.

Proof. Let \( R_{t-1} \) be the relation \( (x, y) | [x] = [y] \). We prove that \( R_{t-1} \) is a bisimulation. If \( x R_{t-1} y \) and \( o(x) = o(y) \), then \( [x](\epsilon) = [y](\epsilon) = o(y) \). Moreover, for all \( a \in A \) and \( w \in A^* \), \([t_a(x)](w) = [x](a \cdot w) \), that means \([t_a(x)]([t_a(y)](w)) \) means \([t_a(x)]([t_a(y)](w)) \), that is \( t_a(x) R_{t-1} t_a(y) \).

We now prove the other direction. Let \( R \) be a bisimulation. We want to prove that \( x R y \) entails \([x] = [y] \), i.e., for all \( w \in A^* \), \([x](w) = [y](w) \). We proceed by induction on \( w \).

For \( w = \epsilon \), we have \([x](\epsilon) = o(x) = o(y) = [y](\epsilon) \).

For \( w = a \cdot w' \), since \( R \) is a bisimulation, we have \( t_a(x) R t_a(y) \) and thus \([t_a(x)](w') = [t_a(y)](w') \) by induction. This allows us to conclude since \([x](a \cdot w') = [t_a(x)](w') \) and \([y](a \cdot w') = [t_a(y)](w') \).

Lemma 1. The following functions are compatible:

- \( id \): the identity function;
- \( f \circ g \): the composition of compatible functions \( f \) and \( g \);
- \( J \) the powerset union of an arbitrary family \( \mathcal{F} \) of compatible functions:
  \[ \bigcup \mathcal{F} \] is a semi-lattice homomorphism;
- \( f^w \): the omega iteration of a compatible function \( f \).

Proof. The first two points are straightforward.

For the third one, assume that \( f \) is a family of compatible functions. Suppose that \( R \to R' \), for all \( f \in \mathcal{F} \), we have \( f(R) \to f(R') \) so that \( \bigcup \mathcal{F}(R) \to \bigcup \mathcal{F}(R') \).

For the last one, assume that \( f \) is compatible; for all \( n \), \( f^n \) is compatible because \( (a)^0 = id \) is compatible (by the first point) and \( f^{n+1} = f \circ f^n \) is compatible (by the second point and induction hypothesis). By definition \( f^\omega = \bigcup_n f^n \) and thus, by the third point, \( f^\omega \) is compatible.

Lemma 2. The following functions are compatible:

- the constant reflexive function: \( r(R) = \{(x, x) | \forall x \in S \} \);
- the converse function: \( s(R) = \{(y, x) | x R y \} \);
- the squaring function: \( t(R) = \{(x, z) | \exists y, x R y R z \} \).

Proof. \( r \): observe that the identity relation \( Id = \{(x, x) | \forall x \in S \} \) is always a bisimulation, i.e., \( Id \to Id \). Thus for all \( R, R' \), \( r(R) = Id \to Id = r(R') \).

\( s \): observe that the definition of progression is completely symmetric. Therefore, if \( R \to R' \), then \( s(R) \to s(R') \).

\( t \): assume that \( R \to R' \). For each \( (x, z) \in t(R) \), there exists \( y \) such that \( (x, y) \in R \) and \( (y, z) \in R \). By assumption, \( o(x) = o(y) = o(z) \) and \( (a) \) for all \( a \in A \), \( t^*_a(x) R \bigcup t^*_a(y) R \bigcup t^*_a(z) \), that is \( t_a(x) t(R') t_a(z) \).

\( \square \)
C. Proofs of Section 3

Lemma 4. For all relations $R$, the relation $\leadsto_R$ is convergent.

Proof. We have that $Z \leadsto_R Z'$ implies $|Z'| > |Z|$, where $|X|$ denotes the cardinality of the set $X$ (note that $\leadsto_R$ is irreflexive). Since $|Z'|$ is bounded by $|S|$, the number of states of the NFA, the relation $\leadsto_R$ is strongly normalising. We can also check that whenever $Z \leadsto_R Z_1$ and $Z \leadsto_R Z_2$, either $Z_1 = Z_2$ or there is some $Z'$ such that $Z_1 \leadsto_R Z'$ and $Z_2 \leadsto_R Z'$. Therefore, $\leadsto_R$ is convergent.

Lemma 13. The relation $\leadsto_R$ is contained in $c(R)$.

Proof. If $Z \leadsto_R Z'$ then there exists $(X, Y) \in (s \cup \text{id})(R)$ such that $Z = X + X$ and $Z' = Y + Y$. Therefore $Z c(R) Z'$ and, thus, $\leadsto_R$ is contained in $c(R)$.

Lemma 14. Let $X, Y \in \mathcal{P}(S)$, we have $(X + Y) \downarrow_R = (X \downarrow_R + Y \downarrow_R) \downarrow_R$.

Proof. Follows from confluence (Lemma 4) and from the fact that for all $Z, Z', U, Z \leadsto_R Z'$ entails $U + Z \leadsto_R U + Z'$.

Theorem 3. For all relations $R$, and for all $X, Y \in \mathcal{P}(S)$, we have

$$X \downarrow_R = Y \downarrow_R \iff (X, Y) \in c(R).$$

Proof. From right to left. We proceed by induction on the derivation of $(X, Y) \in c(R)$. The cases for rules $r, s,$ and $t$ are straightforward. For rule $s$, suppose that $X R Y$, we have to show

$$X \downarrow_R = Y \downarrow_R:$$

- if $X = Y$, we are done;
- if $X \subseteq Y$, then $X \leadsto_R Y + X = Y$;
- if $Y \subseteq X$, then $Y \leadsto_R X + Y = X$;
- if neither $X \subseteq Y$ nor $Y \subseteq X$, then $X, Y \leadsto_R X + Y$.

(In the last three cases, we conclude by confluence—Lemma 4.)

For rule $u$, suppose by induction that $X \downarrow_R = Y \downarrow_R$ for $i \in 1, 2$; we have to show that $(X_i + Y_i) \downarrow_R = (X_2 + Y_2) \downarrow_R$. This follows by Lemma 14.

From left to right. By Lemma 13, we have $X c(R) X \downarrow_R$ for any set $X$, so that $X c(R) X \downarrow_R = Y \downarrow_R c(R) Y$.

Lemma 5. The three algorithms require at most $1 + v |R|$ iterations, where $|R|$ is the size of the produced relation; moreover, this bound is reached whenever they return true.

Proof. At each iteration, one pair is extracted from $todo$. The latter contains one pair before entering the loop and $v$ pairs are added to it every time that a pair is added to $todo$.

Lemma 15. Let $x$ and $y$ be two states of a DFA. Let $R_{\text{Naive}}$ and $R_{\text{NFC}}$ be relations computed by $\text{Naive}(x, y)$ and $\text{KRC}(x, y)$, respectively. If $\text{Naive}(x, y) = \text{KRC}(x, y) = \text{true}$, then $c(R_{\text{Naive}}) = c(R_{\text{NFC}})$.

Proof. By the proof of Proposition 3, $e^c(R_{\text{Naive}})$ is a bisimulation. Since $e$ is idempotent, we have $e^c = e$ and thus $c(R_{\text{Naive}})$ is a bisimulation; we can thus deduce by Proposition 8 that $R_{\text{Naive}} \subseteq c(R_{\text{NFC}})$. Moreover, by definition of the algorithms, we have $R_{\text{KRC}} \subseteq R_{\text{Naive}}$. Summarising,

$$R_{\text{NFC}} \subseteq R_{\text{Naive}} \subseteq e(R_{\text{NFC}})$$

It follows that $e(R_{\text{KRC}}) = e(R_{\text{Naive}})$, $e$ being monotonic and idempotent.

Lemma 6. Let $R_{\text{Naive}}, R_{\text{NFC}}$, and $R_{\text{KRC}}$ denote the relations produced by the three algorithms. We have

$$|R_{\text{KRC}}|, |R_{\text{NFC}}| \leq m$$

and

$$|R_{\text{Naive}}| \leq m^2,$$

where $m \leq 2^n$ is the number of accessible states in the determined NFA and $n$ is the number of states of the NFA. If the algorithms returned true, we moreover have

$$|R_{\text{KRC}}| \leq |R_{\text{NFC}}| \leq |R_{\text{Naive}}|.$$

Proof. For the first point, let $PS$ denote the set of (determined NFA) states accessible from the two starting states, so that $m = |PS| \leq 2^n$. Since $R_{\text{Naive}} \subseteq PS \times PS$, we deduce $|R_{\text{Naive}}| \leq m^2$. Since each pair added to $R_{\text{NFC}}$ merges two distinct equivalence classes in $e(R_{\text{KRC}})$, we necessarily have $|R_{\text{KRC}}| \leq m$ (the largest partition of $PS$ has exactly $m$ singletons). Similarly, each pair added to $R_{\text{KRC}}$ merges at least two distinct equivalence classes in $e(R_{\text{KRC}})$, so that we also have $|R_{\text{KRC}}| \leq m$.

For the second point, $|R_{\text{NFC}}| \leq |R_{\text{Naive}}|$ follows from the fact that $R_{\text{Naive}} \subseteq R_{\text{KRC}}$, by definition of the algorithms. The other inequality is less obvious.

By construction, $R_{\text{KRC}} \subseteq R_{\text{Naive}}$ and, since $e$ is monotonic, $c(R_{\text{KRC}}) \subseteq c(R_{\text{Naive}}) = c(R_{\text{NFC}})$ (the latter equality is given by Proposition 15). In particular, there are more equivalence classes in $c(R_{\text{KRC}})$ than in $c(R_{\text{NFC}})$; using the same argument as above, we deduce that $|R_{\text{KRC}}| \leq |R_{\text{NFC}}|$.

Lemma 8. Let $X, Y$ be two sets of states; let $R_{\subseteq}$ and $R_{\supseteq}$ be the relations computed by $\text{HKC}(X + Y, Y)$ and $\text{HKC}(X + Y, X)$, respectively. If $R_{\subseteq}$ and $R_{\supseteq}$ are bisimulations up to congruence, then the following relation is a bisimulation up to congruence:

$$R_{\sim} = \{(X', Y') \mid (X' + Y', Y') \in R_{\subseteq} \text{ or } (X' + Y', X') \in R_{\supseteq}\}.$$

Proof. Let $X' \in R_{\subseteq}$, and suppose that $(X' + Y', Y') \in R_{\subseteq}$ (the other case is symmetric).

First notice that all pairs in $R_{\subseteq}$ necessarily have the shape $(t_{\delta}(X + Y), t_{\delta}(X))$, for some word $w$. Since $R_{\subseteq}$ is a bisimulation up to congruence, $(t_{\delta}(X) Y) \subseteq c(R_{\subseteq})$ and, since $X + Y, X \in c(R_{\subseteq})$ then, for all words $w$, $(t_{\delta}(X + Y), t_{\delta}(X)) \in c(R_{\subseteq})$ and thus $(X' + Y', X') \subseteq c(R_{\subseteq})$ (we have $X' = t_{\delta}(X)$ and $Y' = t_{\delta}(Y)$ for some word $w$).

Since $c(R_{\subseteq})$ and $c(R_{\supseteq})$ are bisimulations containing $(X' + Y', Y')$, it holds that:

1. $\delta(X') = \delta(X + Y') = \delta(Y')$;
2. for all $a$, $t_a(X' + Y') c(R_{\subseteq}) t_a(X)' + Y') c(R_{\subseteq})$

By Lemma 7, $t_a(Y') \subseteq t_a(X') \downarrow R_{\subseteq}$ and $X' \subseteq t_a(Y') \downarrow R_{\subseteq}$ and since all the rewriting rules for $R_{\subseteq}$ and $R_{\supseteq}$ are also rewriting rules for $R_{\sim}$, then $t_a(Y') \subseteq t_a(X') \downarrow R_{\subseteq}$ and $t_a(X') \subseteq t_a(Y') \downarrow R_{\subseteq}$.

By the first observation in the proof of Lemma 7, this means that $t_a(X') c(R_{\sim}) t_a(Y')$.

D. Proofs of Section 4

Proposition 4. For all sets $X, Y$, we have $[X] \subseteq [Y]$ iff there exists a simulation $T$ such that for all $x \in X$, $x T Y$. 
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Proof. Let $T_{i-1}$ be the relation $\{(x, Y) \mid [x] \subseteq [Y]\}$. We prove that $T_{i-1}$ is a simulation. If $x \in T_{i-1} Y$, then $o(x) = [x](e) \leq [Y](e) = \sigma(Y)$. Moreover, for all $a \in A$, $x' \in t_a(x)$ and $w \in A^*$, $[x'](w) \subseteq [x](a \cdot w) \subseteq [Y](a \cdot w) = [t^Y_a(Y)](w)$ that means $[x'] \subseteq [t^Y_a(Y)]$, that is $t_a(x) \in T_{i-1} t^Y_a(Y)$.

We now prove the other direction. Let $T$ be a simulation. We want to prove that $x T Y$ entails $[x] \subseteq [Y]$, i.e., for all $w \in A^*$, $[x](w) \subseteq [Y](w)$. We proceed by induction on $w$. For $w = e$, we have $[x](e) = o(x) \leq \sigma(Y) = [Y](e)$. For $w = a \cdot w'$, since $T$ is a simulation, we have $t_a(x) T \subseteq t^Y_a(Y)$ and thus $t_a(x)(w') \subseteq [t^Y_a(Y)](w')$ by induction. This allows us to conclude since $[x](a \cdot w') = [t_a(x)](w')$ and $[y](a \cdot w') = [t^Y_a(Y)](w')$.

\[ \Box \]

Definition 10. A function $f : P(S \times P(S)) \rightarrow P(S \times P(S))$ is $s$-compatible if it is monotone and for all relations $T, T' \subseteq S \times P(S)$, $T \rightarrow_s T'$ entails $f(T) \rightarrow_s f(T')$.

Lemma 16. Any simulation $T$ up to an $s$-compatible function $f (T \rightarrow_s f(T))$ is contained in a simulation, namely $f^{-}(T)$.

Proof. Same proof as for Proposition 3. \[ \Box \]

Lemma 17. The upward closure function $\uparrow$ is $s$-compatible.

Proof. We assume that $T \rightarrow_s T'$ and we prove that $\uparrow T \rightarrow_s \uparrow T'$. If $x \in T' Y$, then $\exists Y' \subseteq Y$ such that $x T' Y'$. Since $Y' \subseteq Y$, $\sigma(Y') \leq \sigma(Y)$ and $t^Y_a(Y') \subseteq t^Y_a(Y)$ for all $a \in A$. Since $T \rightarrow_s T'$ and $x T' Y'$, then $o(x) \leq \sigma(Y') \leq \sigma(Y)$ and $t_a(x) T \rightarrow_s t^Y_a(Y)$ for all $a \in A$. \[ \Box \]

Theorem 4. Any simulation up to $\uparrow$ is contained in a simulation.

Proof. By Lemmas 16 and 17. \[ \Box \]

Lemma 18. The relation $R' = \{(x + y, z) \mid x + y \in c(R')\}$ is a bisimulation up to congruence for the NFA in Fig. 5.

Proof. First notice that $X_1 + y c(R') x + Y_1 c(R') Z_1$

We then consider each kind of pair of $R'$ separately:

- $(x, y)$: we have $\sigma(x + y) = 0 = \sigma(z)$ and $t^Y_a(x + y) = X_1 + y R' Z_1 = t^Y_a(z)$ and, similarly, $t^Y_a(x + y) = x + Y_1 R' Z_1 = t^Y_a(z)$;
- $(x + Y_1 + y_{i+1}, Z_{i+1})$: both members are accepting iff $i + 1 = n$; setting $j = \min(i + 2, n)$, we have $t^Y_a(x + Y_i + y_{i+1}) = X_1 + y + y_2 + \cdots + y_j c(R') x + Y_1 + y + y_2 + \cdots + y_j = x + Y_j R' Z_j = t^Y_a(Z_{i+1})$

and

- $(x + Y_i + y_{i+1}) = x + Y_i R' Z_i = t^Y_a(Z_{i+1})$.

- $(x + Y_i + x_{i+1}, Z_{i+1})$: both members are accepting iff $i + 1 = n$; if $i + 1 < n$ then we have:

$$t^Y_a(x + Y_i + x_{i+1}) = X_1 + y + y_2 + \cdots + y_{i+1} + x_{i+2} c(R') x + Y_1 + y + y_2 + \cdots + y_{i+1} + x_{i+2} = x + Y_{i+1} + x_{i+2} + \cdots + R' Z_{i+2} = t^Y_a(Z_{i+1})$$

and

$$t^Y_a(x + Y_i + x_{i+1}) = x + Y_i + x_{i+1} R' Z_{i+1} = t^Y_a(Z_{i+1})$$

E. Proofs of Section 5

Theorem 5. Any simulation up to $\lambda$ is contained in a simulation.

Proof. By Lemma 16, it suffices to show that $\lambda$ is $s$-compatible. Suppose that $T \rightarrow_s T'$, we have to show that $\lambda T \rightarrow_s \lambda T'$. Assume that $x \not\in T Y$.

- if $x \not\in \lambda Y$ then $x \not\in y$ for some $y \in Y$. Therefore, we have $o(x) \leq o(y) \leq \sigma(Y)$ and for all $a \in A, x' \in t_a(x)$, we have some $y' \in t_a(y)$ with $x' \leq y'$. Since $t_a(y) \subseteq t^Y_a(Y)$, we deduce $x' \not\in \lambda Y$, and hence $x \not\in \lambda T$,

- otherwise, we have some $(x', Y') \subseteq T$ such that $(x', Y') \subseteq \lambda (x, Y)$, i.e., $x \leq x'$ and $Y' \not\in \lambda Y$. Since $T \rightarrow_s T'$, we have $o(x') \leq o(x) \leq \sigma(Y') \leq \sigma(Y)$. Now take some $x'' \in t_a(x)$, we have some $x''' \in t_a(x')$ with $x'' \leq x'''$, and since $T \rightarrow_s T'$, we know $x''' T^Y_a(Z_{i+1})$. It suffices to show that $t^Y_a(Z_{i+1}) \subseteq t^Y_a(Y)$ to conclude; this follows easily from $Y' \not\in \lambda Y$ and from the definition of similarity. \[ \Box \]

Lemma 11. For all relations $R$, $c'(R) = c(R \cup \bar{R})$.

Proof. The inclusion $c(R \cup \bar{R}) \subseteq c'(R)$ is trivial. For the other inclusion we take $d = R \cup \bar{R}$ and we prove by induction that for all natural numbers $n, d^n(R) \subseteq c(R \cup \bar{R})$. For $n = 0$, $d^0(R) = R \subseteq c(R \cup \bar{R})$. For $n + 1, d^{n+1}(R) = d(d^n(R))$. By induction hypothesis, $d^n(R) \subseteq c(R \cup \bar{R})$ and, by monotonicity of $d, d(d^n(R)) \subseteq d(c(R \cup \bar{R}))$. By definition of $d$, the latter is equal to $c(R \cup \bar{R})$. \[ \Box \]

Lemma 12. For all relations $T \subseteq S \times P(S)$, $\lambda T \subseteq c'(T)$.
Proof. If \((x + Y, Y) \in \hat{T}\), then either (a) \(x \iset Y\) or (b) there exists \(x \iset x'\) and \(Y' \iset Y\) such that \((x', Y') \in T\). We have to show \((x + Y, Y) \in c'(\hat{T})\), i.e., \((x + Y, Y) \in c(\hat{T} + \bar{\sum})\) by Lemma 11, that is \(x \in Y \downarrow \hat{\phi}_1 \bar{\sum} Y\) by Lemma 7. For (b), we have:

\[
Y \trans{\hat{\phi}_1 \bar{\sum}} Y + Y' \\
\trans{\hat{\phi}_1 \bar{\sum}} Y + Y' + x' \\
\trans{\hat{\phi}_1 \bar{\sum}} Y + Y' + x' + x
\]

\(x \in Y \downarrow \hat{\phi}_1 \bar{\sum} Y\) follows by confluence (Lemma 4). For (a), we immediately have that \(Y \trans{\hat{\phi}_1 \bar{\sum}} Y + x\).

\[\boxdot\]

**Proposition 7.** If \(T\) is a simulation up to \(\bar{\mu}\), then \(\hat{T}\) is a bisimulation up to \(\bar{\nu}\).

Proof. First observe that if \(T \trans{\mu} T'\), then \(\hat{T} \trans{\mu} u^\omega(\hat{T})\). Therefore, if \(T \trans{\mu} \top T\), then \(\hat{T} \trans{u^\omega(\top)} T\). By Lemma 12, \(\hat{T} \trans{u^\omega(\top \hat{T})} = c'(\hat{T})\). \[\boxdot\]

**Lemma 19.** The relation

\[
R'' = \{(x+y, x+y)\} \\
\cup \{(Z_{i+1} + X_i + y + y_{i+1}, X_i + y + y_{i+1}) \mid i < n\} \\
\cup \{(Z_{i+1} + X_i + y + y_{i+1}, X_i + y + y_{i+1}) \mid i < n\}
\]

is a bisimulation up to \(\bar{\nu}\) for the NFA in Figure 6.

Proof. Let \(X'_i\) be the set \(X_i\) without \(x_i\) and note that \(X_i \trans{\mu} X_{i+1}\) and \(X_i \trans{\nu} X_{i+1}\). First observe that for all \(i\),

\[
X'_i + Y_i \trans{\nu \cup \bar{\sum}} X'_i + Y_i + Z_i \\
\trans{\nu \cup \bar{\sum}} X'_i + Y_i + Z_i + x_i
\]

where the first reduction is given by \((Z_i + X_0 + y + y_i, X_0 + y + y_i) \in R''\) and the second by \(x_i \iset z_i\). Since \(X'_i + x_i = X_i\), then one can apply the third kind of pairs in \(R''\), so that

\[
X'_i + Y_i \trans{\nu \cup \bar{\sum}} X_i + Y_i + Z_i
\]

that is \(Z_i \subseteq (X'_i + Y_i) \downarrow \nu \cup \bar{\sum}\). By Lemmas 7 and 11, this means that

\[
Z_i \seteq X'_i + Y_i \trans{\nu \cup \bar{\sum}} X'_i + Y_i
\]

If we moreover have \(y_{i+1}\), we can apply the second kind of pair in \(R''\) and obtain

\[
X'_i + Y_i + y_{i+1} \trans{\nu \cup \bar{\sum}} X_i + Y_i + Z_{i+1} + y_{i+1}
\]

that is

\[
Z_{i+1} + X'_i + Y_i + y_{i+1} \trans{\nu \cup \bar{\sum}} X_i + Y_i + Z_{i+1} + y_{i+1}
\]

With (2) and (3), it is easy to prove that \(R''\) is a bisimulation up to \(\bar{\nu}\) by simply proceeding by cases:

- \((x+y, x+y)\): we have \(s^2(x+y+z) = 0 \iff (x+y)\) and 
\[t'_2(x+y+z) = Z_i + X_i + y \iff t_2'(x+y)\] and, similarly, \(t_2'(x+y+z) = Z_i + Y_i + z\). \(R'' X_i + y \iff t_2'(x+y)\) and, similarly, \(t_2'(x+y+z) = Z_i + Y_i + z\). \(R'' x+y \iff t'_2(z)\).

- \((Z_{i+1} + X_i + y + y_{i+1}, X_i + y + y_{i+1})\) and \(i < n - 1\): both members are not accepting;
\[t_2'(Z_{i+1} + X_i + y + y_{i+1}) = Z_{i+2} + X_{i+1} + y + y_{i+2} \]
\(R'' X_{i+1} + y + y_{i+2} \iff t_2'(X_i + y + y_{i+1})\)

and
\[
t_2'(Z_{i+1} + X_i + y + y_{i+1}) = Z_{i+2} + X_{i+1} + y + y_{i+2} \]
\(c'(R'') X_{i+1} + y + y_{i+2} \iff t_2'(X_i + y + y_{i+1})\)

- \((Z_{n+1} + X_n + y + y_n, X_{n+1} + y + y_n)\) and \(i = n - 1\): both members are accepting;
\[t_2'(Z_{n+1} + X_n + y + y_n) = Z_n + X_n + y \]
\(R'' X_n + y \iff t_2'(X_{n} + y + y_n)\)

and
\[
t_2'(Z_{n+1} + X_n + y + y_n) = Z_n + X_n + y \]
\(c'(R'') X_n + y \iff t_2'(X_n + y + y_n)\)

The cases for the letter \(c\) are always trivial since \(Z_i \trans{\mu} 0\). \[\boxdot\]